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Smoking policy review prompts feedback
Michael Runyon
NeW Media editor

Students, faculty and
staff are the key factor in an
ongoing discussion regarding SCSU’s smoking policy.
The “listening phase” is the
second phase in SCSU’s
analysis of its current smoking policy.
Corita
Beckermann,
an employee in the Health
Services department and
volunteer of the task force
said, “We are hoping to
build awareness that there
is a policy. We’re also trying to assess what students,
faculty and staff think about
the current policy and what
ideas they have regarding
if it should be changed and
what those changes should
look like.”
There are open forums
for discussion on the policy
throughout the week. There
will be a “campus conversation” at the Husky Den in
the Atwood Ballroom this
Tuesday starting at 9:30 p.m.
The conversations will continue on Wednesday in the
Atwood theater lounge area
between 11:30 a.m. and 1:30
p.m. Food will be provided
at these events.
“We’re asking people to
be involved,” Beckerman
said. “We want people to
let us know what they think
[and] what their ideas are.
the way it is, maybe they’re
looking for change and we
really need the people’s
voices in this.”
The current phase began
after break and will continue
until Jan. 20. The phase also
includes a video talk-box,
where students, faculty and
staff can record and share
their opinions on the current
policy. There is also a Facebook group for discussion.
“We really just want to
get a lot of people involved
in the conversation so that
we can know what the campus thinks collectively,”
Beckermann said. “We have
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A review of SCSU’s current smoking policy has encouraged feedback from many communities across campus.

a lot of ways for people to
get involved. You can write
your opinion on our page or
post a video.”
The task-force will be
presenting the video talk-box
for students at Side Street on

Jan. 18.
policy review was the “education phase.” The education
phase’s primary concern was
to inform students about SCSU’s current policy.

“We were letting people
know that St. Cloud State
has a smoking policy,” said
Student Government member Bill Heikkila, who has
helped with the policy review. “It’s not a very well-

known policy. We reached
as many people as what was
feasibly possible in the time
frame.”
The listening phase will
be followed by the “recommendation phase”, which

will begin Jan. 20. The goal
of the recommendation
phase is to take the input of
students and present it to
President Potter.

Smoking Page

Public Safety works to prevent campus tragedies
Hannah Swift
Staff Writer

ulty safe.
Jennifer Furan Super, Associate Director
of the Public Safety department, said SCSU

in a crowd outside a Safeway supermarket,
in Tucson, Arizona. With six people killed,
and 14 others wounded, this tragedy has
caused law enforcement agencies around
the country to re-examine the security used
to protect public areas and institutions.
Some at SCSU have questioned what the
university is doing to keep students and fac-

policy set by MnSCU.
The policy states, in the Student Code of
Conduct under “prohibited conduct”, that
the use or possession of weapons on campus is not allowed, unless it is authorized
by Minnesota law, MnSCU Board policy or
university policy.
Furan Super said the policy is clear

about who can and cannot have weapons
legally on campus. The main role Public
Safety plays in the prevention of shootings
munication with the St. Cloud Police Department.
“If there’s a gun, or shooting incident
on campus, we will secure the scene from
harm, but try to protect as many people as
we can, while the St. Cloud Police Department will really be the leading force in re-

sponding to those types of calls of service,”
Furan Super said. “Those are not our forte,
that’s not what we’re here for.”
Furan Super said having a presence on
campus is one of the most evident preventative measures the university promotes.

seen,” Furan Super said. “To have marked

Prevention Page

‘Reverse culture shock’
reality for some students
Jason Tham
Staff Writer

COURTESY OF SAMANTHA SOUTH

Study abroad students from a fall 2010, Education Abroad trip to Alnwick, England jump in the North Sea off the shore of Bambourgh during one of their field
trips.
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‘Black Swan’ is brilliant, chilling
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Natalie Portman
and Mila Kunis
shine in Aronofsky’s most recent
surreal cinematic
endeavor concerning ballet.

The culture shock an individual experiences
upon returning to their home country after living
abroad is known as “reverse culture shock”. There
are many areas a student, who returns home after
a period of overseas living experience, may have
to face.
The SCSU Education Abroad of Center for
International Studies provides some insights
about ways to cope with the process of “plugging
back” after their study abroad adventure.
“Students who have gone on this program
might have this intense experience that their
friends and family members may not be able to
identify with.” Nicole Pazdernik, director of edu-

‘Decemberists’ latest is so-so

Page 10

www.universitychronicle.net

‘The King is
Dead’, the
latest from the
Decemberists, is
enced indie.

cation abroad program, said.
Pazdernik said reverse culture shock may not
be an immediate effect after a study abroad experience.
“They (students) may not experience it right
away…it [sometimes] takes a couple of months
to happen,” Pazdernik said.
Students who return home for breaks or holidays may experience a short period of discomfort
with their friends and family members.
“It was an interesting experience to go
through - having [reverse] culture shock in the environment [where] I have spent 22 years in,” said
SCSU senior Jennifer Sather, who has spent four
months living in a castle while studying aboard at

Shock Page

Men’s basketball sweeps
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Men’s basketball wins
two in a row
Friday and
Saturday
against BSU
and UMD.
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Faculty and Students you are invited to participate!

2011
student research

COLLOQUIUM

from across the globe to SCSU

tuesday april 19th
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DEADLINES:
Student Research Grant Applications:
Intent to Present:
Abstract Submission:
Competition ‘Opt-In’ Form:
Formal Papers for the Competition:

January 31, 2011
February 15, 2011
March 1, 2011
March 1, 2011
March 1, 2011

Presentations may be: Papers, Posters or Performances/Creative Works
In order to be eligible for the poster or paper presentation competition at the 2011 Student
Research Colloquium (SRC), students need to “opt in.” Prizes per entry would be as follows:

Poster Competition:

Paper Presentation Competition:

$300 Best Poster Award
$150 Honorable Mention (max. 6 awards)
Training Sessions:
March 15 from 3:30-4:30PM in SH306
April 5 from 11AM-12Noon in SH306

$300 Best Paper Presentation Award
$150 Honorable Mention (max. 6 awards)
Training Session:
February 22 from 11AM-12Noon in SH306 (formal papers)
March 22 from 12-1PM in SH306 (paper presentations)
April 12 from 3:30-4:30PM in SH306 (paper presentations)

Poster or Paper Presentation Competition “Opt-In” Requirements
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soon as possible

**POSTER PRINTING**

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS:

Feij[hi\ehj^[IH9Wh[[b_]_Xb[\ehW*&Yh[Z_jjemWhZi
j^[Yeije\feij[hfh_dj_d]j^hek]^9ef_[iFbki_d7jmeeZ$
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posters. The credit can only be applied toward the cost of
feij[hfh_dj_d]$Ed[*&Yh[Z_jf[hfeij[h$

8:00-12:20
12:30-2:00
2:00-6:20
6:30-8:00

Student Presentations
Keynote: Research with an
International Flair
Student Presentations
Reception and Awards Ceremony

J^_i[l[dj_i\kdZ[Z_dfWhjXoI9IKIjkZ[dj=el[hdc[dj
<ehceh[_d\ehcWj_ed"l_i_jhttps://www.stcloudstate.edu/src/ or call 320-308-4932
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Prevention

for students that may have come to someone’s attention and may be of some concern.
“Often times those individuals may come up in
conversation in the BIT meetings, the Behavioral
Intervention Team meetings, that meets every Tues-

Continued from Page 1
patrol vehicles, to have uniforms, gives people a
sense of who they can go to, where they can go to
if they need help, and that there’s people out there
keeping an eye on things.”
the south end of campus after dark, and conducts
several building walk-throughs everyday to enhance
security.
ran Super also said the variety of services that public safety provides helps keep people safe while on
campus. Some of these services include escorts and
free jump starts for student vehicles.
Megan Vogel, a second year student, said she believes she is safe on campus.
“I’ve never even thought about feeling unsafe
on campus, so I think that means I have always felt
safe,” Vogel said. “I’ve never worried about it.”
Transfer student Mary James also said she feels
very safe on campus, especially compared with her
last college.
“At my last school, the security was terrible. My
car was broken into, dorms were robbed, and there
was nothing like the Public Safety we have here,”
James said.

The Behavioral Intervention Team brings together several departments on campus, including the
department.
“Bring all those departments that may have puzzle pieces, bring them all together, put all their pieces together, and help our students before they get to
to light any behavioral concerns they notice. Howthey have those concerns, they need to heard just as
much as a faculty member.
Super said. “Sometimes they hear the scuttle bug
conversation that happens in the back of the classroom much more than a faculty member does, or
hears the comments walking back to the parking lot,
or something like that.”
Anyone - students, faculty, or guests - can go to
eryone plays a part in keeping the
campus safe.

PAGE 3
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Continued from Page 1
“We’ll go to the president’s council
and say ‘here’s what our process has
been and here’s what we’ve found,’”
Beckermann said. “We’ll go back to
the campus after the recommendation phase and say ‘here’s what we’ve
heard from you and here’s what we’re
thinking about doing, what do you
think?’ That will happen some time in
The smoking review board and all
of the task-force’s actions are being
funded by the SHIP (Statewide Health
state received.
“The food that we’re providing,
the focus groups and all the funding
is coming from SHIP funds,” Beckermann said. “The task-force members
are volunteering their time. We were
services to apply for the grant. The
money came through the department
of health through
Stearns county.”

Tuesday

Have opinions about
smoking or tobacco use on
campus? Attend the open
conversation in the Husky
Den of Garvey Commons
from 9:30 p.m. to 11:30
p.m. to provide constructive feedback. A complimentary pizza bar will be
available.

preventative measures to prevent tragedy, such as a
school shooting, ever since the shooting at Virginia

Shock
Continued from Page 1

Pazdernik said students love to
show their family a collection of photos they have taken overseas but their
family members “may only want to see
one,” or simply enjoy their short presence at home.
“I could only spend two days at my
parent’s house before I couldn’t take it
anymore and moved back to my apart“I was treated like a V.I.P. when I
returned home this past summer,” said
Shah said that his family members
were excited to hear his experience and
cooked him special homemade meals
every day.
“I showed them (family members)
photos of food that I ate here (in the
said, “They can’t believe that I had
pizza every day.”
Students who have been living independently overseas for a long period

“T
he culture shock didn’t really arrive until I
started working again ... I had to give change to
a customer and I forgot how to count out American money.”

Jennifer Sather

Education Abroad - Alnwich , England
of time may desire for more “personal
space” when they are returned to home.
“I missed my ‘scheduled life’ when
I was home,” Shah said.
include the trouble of settling back into
the local education system.

said.
“The culture shock didn’t really arrive until I started working again… I
had a slight panic when I had to give
change to a customer, and I forgot how
to count out American money,” Sather
said.

more homework or classes,” compared
to some countries where students have
chosen for a semester or year-long
study abroad program, Pazdernik said.
She also said that “weather could
be one thing” students have to adjust
back into.
Pazdernik shared that students’
experience at another country may
change their personal values and perspectives.

could provide encouragement for students who are experiencing reverse
culture shock. “We encourage them
to talk to their faculty or advisors,”
Pazdernik said.
If the effect of shock turns out to
be major, students can visit the college
counseling center to receive further assistance.
-

to re-establish their place,” Pazdernik

year, encourages students [who have
returned from other study abroad loca-

ence,” Pazdernik said.
host a mini-version of that conference
on Tuesday night to allow students
to give their opinions about studying
abroad.
Students will also have a chance to
opportunities to get involved in leadership roles using the experience they
have acquired while abroad.
“All students are welcomed to join
us,” Pazdernik said.
tamins, and don’t rush back into life,”
Sather said.
Sather also advised students to
keep in touch with friends from overseas because “you shared that common experience and no one else will
through.”
where you are going to go next and
have that to look forward to.”

Get connected with over
at the Winter Volunteer
and Service-Learning Fair.
Many local organizations will be in attendance
including Anna Marie’s
Alliance, St. Cloud Hospital, Big Brothers, Big
Sisters of Central MN, VA
Medical Center, St. Benedict’s Senior Community,
and Tri-County Humane
Atwood Memorial Center
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.

News
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Wikis: increased efficiency for information flow
Michael Runyon
NEw MEdiA Editor
Teacher workshops saturated the Miller Center with
ideas before the new semester started. The workshop
series during Spring Convocation explored topics
ranging from campus emergencies, to the importance
of international students,
to technology. One central
topic discussed was the use
of wikis for professors and
students.
Ryan Cox, an adjunct
faculty in sociology hosted

the workshop “Collaboration for 21st Century Learners”. The discussion revolved around using wikis
to not only collaborate but
organize professors’ ideas.
Wikis are webpages that
anyone can edit. Cox advocated their use over emails
because of their capability
to allow all users to see and
edit the information simultaneously.
Cox also proposed wikis
be expanded for more international use, which helps the
tional bonds.

-

“...C
ampuses are still important, but the ability to learn
anytime, anywhere will be huge.”
Ryan Cox

Adjunct faculty, Sociology
“The ability for all of our
learners, no matter if they are
kindergartners or 80-yearsolds, to access information anytime, anywhere,
is great,” Cox said. “They

won’t have to go someplace
to learn with the four walls.
Campuses are still important, but the ability to learn
anytime, anywhere will be
huge.”

clopedias, no matter how
new, are at least two years
old due to publishing time.
Cox made a wiki for the
presentation via PBworks
and had attendees edit the
page in real-time.
Cox highlighted the University of Minnesota’s wiki
page as an example for what
could potentially be done at
SCSU.

Cox argued for the use
of wikis over traditional
encyclopedias because the
speed at which the pages can
be updated is exponentially
faster. Cox said that ency-

Stepping into semester without procrastination
Samantha South
Asst. A&E Editor
A new semester brings
about new study habits and
trying to avoid procrastination for students around
campus.
As students prepare for
the new semester, schedules
are being brought out, pens
and highlighters are being
bought fresh, and syllabi are
in play. For a lot of students
though, a new semester
doesn’t just mean new classes, new nights at the library,
and new projects to pre-plan
for, but also new procrastination.
“In the beginning of the
semester I always try to be
organized, I try to get everything done, use my planner
and write everything down,
but by the end of the semester it goes by the wayside,”
said Katie Champion, communications art and literature major. “Everyone falls
into the habit of procrastination.”
Whether it’s seeing
what friends are doing on
Facebook, or going out on
a Thursday night, procrastination comes in all forms.
Some start to put off studying, others wait until the

“I
have students that insist they work better under pressure, that’s why they put things off. I ask, ‘Have you tried any
other way?’”

Victoria Williams

Assistant Professor, Academic Learning Center
last minute to start papers,
and most avoid doing extra
things to help along the way.
This tends to be the case for
a lot of students.
“Procrastination is a
part of many of our lives,
and when it gets in the way
of getting stuff done, and
you’re losing sleep because
you’re worrying, then you
need to pay more attention
to it and work at it,” Dr.
John Eggers, Director of the
Counseling and Psychological services, said.
The Counseling and Psychological Services provided on campus are one of the
many resources available to
help with problems like this.
Presentations are held to
give a general look at time
management, stress management, managing anxiety,
motivation, and sleep issues.
One-on-one counseling is
provided for individual help

or concerns, along with
group, crisis, and couples
counseling for issues taking away from school work.
For a more discrete way of
getting help, pamphlets are

professors. The tutoring center in Centennial Hall 236
helps provide a way for students to avoid procrastination and helps guide students

Stewart Hall 103.
“People don’t have to
feel that they are kind of
crazy or screwed up to come
talk to us, we’re really there
to help avoid from getting
overwhelmed and getting
too stressed,” Eggers said.
Procrastination isn’t always the problem when
it comes to assignments,
though. Classes that tend to

professor - chosen students

need extra help, time, and
effort.
Another resource provided on campus does just
that. The Academic Learning Center provides a wide
variety of things focusing on

are available throughout the
week. Setting up an appointment online is also available.
“I have students that insist they work better under
pressure, that’s why they
put things off,” Victoria Williams, an Assistant Professor
at the Academic Learning
Center, said. “I ask, have
you tried any other way?”
Other available resources provided online by the
Academic Learning Center
study issues such as test taking, textbook reading plan,
-

ments, note taking, and improving memory skills.
If there is a problem
with study habits, a graduate student is also provided
for one-on-one guidance to
good study strategies.
There are ways to make
sure students have their own
good study habits as well.
First off, get a planner
and make a schedule for the
entire semester. In this, write
down everything that’s due
on certain days and make
smaller deadlines to give
leeway.
Then start to think about
when the best study time of
the day is to study and where
is the best place to study. Set
up a schedule of when to
do work outside of class as
well.
“If you get in the habit
of studying at a certain time
in a certain place, and you
make it a habit, your brain
will already be ready to work
and you’ll be in that frame of
mind,” Williams said.
Doing extra tasks in the
classroom can help give
students preparation for
their schedule, as well. Asking questions during class
and talking to the professor when not understanding
something, will help with

the outside process of the
workload. If an assignment

about how to address the
situation could help getting
through it.
Spending time in study
groups could also help understanding the assignment
better and motivate everyone at the exact same time.
“We socialize each other
into good or bad, successful
or unsuccessful behavior,”
Mark Jaede, an Assistant
Professor in the History department, said. “If you want
to succeed, hang around with
people who are succeeding.”
“Life is very complex,
and it’s managing all those
various priorities and problem solving when you’re so
overwhelmed,” Eggers said.
More resources for academic help around campus
include tutoring and help

Writing Center, the Math
Skills Center, the Intensive
English Center, and the Advising Center.
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Local

St. Cloud drunken driving statistics released
ST. CLOUD - The St. Cloud police department have released statistics for
drunk driving arrests in December.
44 people were arrested in the month of December in St. Cloud for drunk
driving.
The statistics come at the end of a statewide enforcement push for the
month of December.
The push was coordinated among 400 law enforcement agencies and over-

Campus Crime
Report

Fax: 308-2164
Advertising: 308-3943
Business: 308-3945
Editor: 308-2449
E-mail
peem0602@
stcloudstate.edu

$168 million Canola plant set to open
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canola plant in northwestern Minnesota.
The plant is expected to generate up to 250 construction oriented jobs
Gov. Mark Dayton and Sen. Al Franken both attended the ground
The plant will function as both a canola seed crushing and processing
plant.
The plant, once completed, will offer 50 permanent jobs in the area,

Nation
Arizona politicians resign amid fears of violence
ARIZONA - Several Arizona Republicans have resigned in the wake
of the shooting spree that targeted Rep. Gabrielle Giffords and her constituents in Tucson.
Legislative District chairman Anthony Miller resigned his post in an
e-mail to the state GOP chairman.
Miller pointed to blog posts and e-mails from local Tea Party activists
that made him fear for the safety of his family.
The newly-elected Dist. 20 Republican secretary, Sophia Johnson of
the former district spokesman from Ahwatukee have all also resigned

World

Lebanese coalition government falls
LEBANON - Lebanon’s coalition government has fallen amid protests
and resignations from Hezbollah and its allies.
The resignations stem from a United Nations-backed investigation into

Enjoy the University
Chronicle at the
following locations:

Thus far, eleven ministers have left the coalition, crippling the acting government.
Political tensions have mounted in recent months after rumors that Hezbollah members may come under indictment by the UN-backed Special
Tribunal for Lebanon (STL). Members of Hezbollah have called the tribunal
bunal. The STL is supported by the White House.
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Injury prone on campus
Samantha South
Asst. A & E Editor
We all know what January in Minnesota consists of:
below-freezing temperatures,
heavy snowfall, and icy roads.
Yet, do we ever really pay
attention to sidewalks?
Being a student and having to walk several blocks to
get onto campus - sidewalks
tend to be our best friends.
Only until someone gets
hurt.
A lot of property owners
on the streets off-campus are
diligent about shoveling and
making sure streets are clear
for students.
Sadly, the ones on campus
are not.
classes this past week, students are struggling to make
their classes on time and
maybe stop for a coffee on the
way.
Instead of seeing smiling
faces, though, I saw faces in
agony.
While I was walking to
class one day, I saw a guy in
front of me slip on one of the
many ice patches on the sidewalk.
It was just like an animation; his legs came out from
air, and then down he came
with a hard “clunk” as he hit
the ground.
What a way to start the
day, I thought.
The guy was lucky
enough to get up, brush himself off, and start walking to
class; nothing but a bruised
ego and a bruised rump.
This surprisingly wasn’t
week.
I actually saw at least two
or three students slipping on
ice every day, the last Monday through Friday.
Out of all of that, only
two students actually fell and
when they fell, no one helped
pick them up.
I slipped myself a few
times but not enough to go
down.
Surprisingly, I actually
saw students snickering and
trying not to laugh when people were falling.
No one was there to help
pick them up, but there was
always someone there to help
embarrass that person a little
more.
Laugh of the day: student
falls on ice; what hilarity.
Well, a lot of people
would say, “dress prepared
for it.”
Living in Minnesota, most
of us know that when it comes
to the winter time we need to

be dressed as warm as possible.
The most type of shoe
wear I have seen in the winter
is boots; UGG boots.
They’re warm, comfy, but
not a lot of them have grips.
I am too one of the people
who wears these.
So I understand I put myself in that position. Yet, when
I see girls with heels on walking through the campus area
right now, I wonder what’s
going to happen when they hit
one of the ice patches.
Preparing for Minnesota
winter is important when living here, but it doesn’t mean
that we need to be doing all of
the work.
Sure the sidewalks look
half cleared and it doesn’t
seem to be doing any damage
to the school, but is that all
that can be done?
The problem with this is is
that what if you’re a pregnant
woman going to school or
people with different abilities.
That’s a very dangerous
aspect to leave out, considering students have to walk on
the sidewalks to get to class.
I can only imagine a friend
of mine, who has a baby on
the way, walking down the
sidewalk, and falls randomly.
That’s two people who
could be seriously injured.
That’s not usually a
thought I like to think about
and I’m sure others wouldn’t
either.
Also, what if a student has
an injury and is walking down
the sidewalk with crutches?
I can’t imagine that would
be a pleasant sight when the
crutches slip out from under
them.
The question is, what happens when someone does get
hurt?
Yes we have a campus
health services to go to but
who pays for that?
Well, here’s the answer,
we do.
With this in mind I think
about how the payment in
tuition and fees are starting
to increase more and I think
“how do we not afford something so simple as a few bags
of salt to make sure students
stay safe?”
Instead we are just going
to keep slipping, laughing,
getting bruised, and having
our days ruined by something
as small as ice on sidewalks.

Save a few minutes
Asst. nEws Editor
I get the most meaningful
work done when I am worlds
away from the nearest person.
Right when people start
coming around, the chance of
completing truly consequential

distraction hub.
Jason Fried, from CNN, recently ran his opinion that deplace to get actual work done.
phenomenon nearly everyday
I couldn’t agree more with
Fried.
I happen to like my job, a
work with great people who all
do great things.
However, like Fried said
in his column, “When people
their work day in for a series
of work moments - you are
lucky to have 30 minutes to
yourself.”
Meetings, phone calls, side
chat – they occur throughout
the day, and the opportunities
for me to concentrate on what
I really need to be doing disappear.
is one of the greatest hindrances to productive work as well.
procedural situations, repetitive, mind numbingly boring
discussions litter the daily
dockets.
When people don’t know
what they are doing, work
doesn’t get done.
As a student, I have added
pressure.
There is always backed up

Quote of the Day:

“S

oap and education are not as sudden as a massacre,
but they are more deadly in the long run.”
Mark Twain
American author

Newspaper through iPad
Jun-Kai Teoh
onlinE Editor
While the rest of the
newspaper industry is trying
to play catch-up with technolpaper is about to be launched
sometime this February.
This isn’t just “catching
up” with technology.
This is riding the new
wave of consumer electronics
It took awhile to sink in,
it took me a little while to accept this little news tidbit.
It could be, pardon the
changer.
It might be a scary thing
for the traditional newspaper industry, because that’s a
whole new challenger edging
Especially with the interest and attention paid to
newer, faster, and more convenient technology and the
deliverance of information.
Personally I’m rooting for
its success.
It’ll be an interesting
change to the industry to say
the very least, and perhaps
it’ll give the industry the revolution or revitalization that it
needs.

The newspaper industry
seems to be a very reactive
beast, a slow-acting lumbering behemoth.
It struck me that for a long
time now, the newspaper industry only adopts technology after it is well-matured
and stable.
And perhaps only when
they are sure that audiences
given.
That sounds all well and
good, but by the time concepts have been proven successful: most everyone would
have already done it.
So, they will already be
behind technologically.
Social networking and
common with newspapers.
But, it took the newspaper
industry quite awhile before
they caught on and added it
to their system.
Short perhaps in terms of
months or years, but terribly
long in a world of fast-changing consumption.
You’ve got weblogs
like Gizmodo and Engadget
growing and blooming, taking the idea of “blogs” into

tablets or iPads.
It’s easy, or at least relatively easy, for consumers to
be on the edge of technology,
dropping a few hundred dollars into the newest tech toy
on the shelf.
But turn it around on the
news industry and it’s just a
ridiculous headache to worry
about.
Because
unfortunately
for most newspapers, it’s not
the question of desire but the
question of cost.
A dedicated “University
Chronicle” iOS app or Android app sounds fantastic,
but it’s the cost of both time
and money that makes it impossible.
But if new business ventures like an iPad (or tablet
only) newspaper actually
proves to be successful, perhaps it’s not that much of a
doom and gloom.
Perhaps it’ll just be the
birth of a new “magazineesque” niche for people.

You’ve got “The Daily”
coming out soon trying to

Worth 100 Words
If there is one money saving tip college students should adhere to, it
is to shop at thrift stores.
Thrifting is easy, fun, and earth friendly. What better way to conserve
our resources than to reuse products that people don’t want anymore?
The best part about thrift store shopping is discovering discarded
treasures. A great find may be something different to every person. Whether
you are rejoicing over your latest vintage furniture find, or a pair of designer
jeans that you snagged at a fraction of the price, thrifting is an exciting venture.
Next time you need something, thrift it!

Hannah Swift
Copy Editor

The opinions expressed on the Commentary and Opinions pages are not
necessarily those of the college, university system or student body.
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homework that needs attention
right away.
The rigor of my job inhibits me from doing any outside
work the majority of the time,
however sometimes I have to
put everything on hold and get
a paper done or an article written.
Could I do most of the
work I do at home while saving money on day care, being
able to spend more time with
my son and having more concentrated time to myself, away
tractions?
Yes, absolutely.
Answering e-Mails and
making calls is something that,
for the most part, does not need
And maybe shouldn’t be
use more passive communication (such as instant messaging) to get information from
point A to point B.
He suggested having a
no-talk Thursdays in place of
casual Fridays, and he said to
cancel, or simply not attend an
upcoming meeting.
workday?

ciency and boost moral.
Workers would feel they
had less time and would intightened schedule, decreasing
the chance of useless chit chat,
fatigue and boredom.
Simple solutions to simple
problems that I know would
work in the
workplace.

Failure expected, future unpredictable
At this moment, juniors
talk about getting internships
while seniors are worried
if they can secure a job for
themselves.
This is the phenomena
you will begin to observe
when you have been in the
academic circle long enough.
The future is what concerns most everyone.
Leave the mystery of
2012 aside; what are some of
your plans that you have in
mind after your graduation?
Do you plan to move out
job, attend grad school, or
simply move on with life?
You can choose your future. Right now is the time to
life.
pressed her doubts for setting
aspirations for her life because she has had numerous
low points.
enced failures and disappointments.
In fact, all humans undergo this unavoidable feature of
life.
The fear of failure and
disappointment is what can
hold students back from setting goals for their lives.
Keep this in mind: What
doesn’t kill you will only
make you stronger.
That is a strong saying.
Every mistake and downfall
will lead to greater under-

Jason
Tham

Columnist

standing and effectiveness if
taken in with a positive perspective.
For instance, if you fail to
pass a class, or worse, fail to
graduate – take that as a lesson that will help you to avoid
similar situation in the future.
Take your greatest breakdown, and turn that into your
strongest stimulus for success.
You say, “I am frustrated
over all the disenchantments
that have fallen on me.”
If you so choose, every
frustration can turn you to be
a person of greater patience
with a strong will for persistence.
Never view something
Every circumstance consists of multiple angles for
judgment.
Also, learn the art of Minnesota weather, where the climate of life is always unpredictable.
Though setbacks are un-

predictable, know that every
contingency has its unique
values that you can take away
from.
There are possibilities in
every episode of life.
And then you ask, “How
does this relate to my life? I
am only 20.”
Well, having the idea that
not meeting the benchmark is
not the end of the world will
help you stay focused.
No matter how old you
are, you can still keep your
eyes on the prize.
Be sure and steadfast.
Be bold about your choices, and one day you will look
back at these days with no regrets.
endless opportunities and
possibilities, you can make
the most out of everyday routine.
If you have been down
for the entire week, take this
weekend off, and treat yourself to a good rest doing
something that you really enjoy.
And then, start off the new
week with a renewed spirit
and motivations.
Let what you do today be
the springboard to a bright,
successful
future.

Be rid of
death
penalty
Briana Sutherland
columnist

George MacKenzie, Republican House member
who tried to eliminate capital punishment in Minnesota
said: “Let us bar this thing
Vengeance and the Furies

State;
Let not the harlot of judicial murder smear the pages
of history with her bloody

robes through our Halls of
Justice, and let never again
the Great Seal of the Great

upon a warrant to take a human life.
MacKenzie was successful in 1911 on his route to
ending the death penalty.
During that year, Governor Eberhart signed the bill
into effect to end capital punishment in Minnesota.
Sentencing a person to
death for a crime is like stating there is no room for mistakes.
It seems as if even jail or
prison is unsuitable a punishment - to teach a lesson.
Death is a permanent state
and life cannot be given back.
Life cannot be re-delivered to a person who found
themselves with a needle in
their arm.
Life cannot be renewed
for the ones at the end of a
gun barrel or all those breath-

last breath.
Those people subject to
capital punishment are still
human beings, and should be
still considered as such.
Each human being is
simply human. And humans
make mistakes.
Since 1973 a total of 138
people in 26 states have been
released from death row because they were found innocent.
Inadequate legal representation, police or prosecutorial misconduct, perjury,
racial prejudice and political
pressure all factor into an
unfair trial for the accused
party.
The death penalty is

life in prison because the
Constitution requires a long
and complicated process for
capital cases.
Reason being is that the
court needs without a reasonable doubt that the prisoner
committed the crimes.
The California Commission on the Fair Administration of Justice said in 2008
that the cost of putting an inmate on death row compared

is $90,000 per year for each
inmate.
With their current population of people in death row it
is about $60.3 million annually.
There are far better uses
for this money - I can think of
personally - or for the country with well over a million
dollars.
This money could be used
for preventing crimes all over
the country, working towards
creating programs to educate
others on the subject - or
about capital punishment and
crime in general.
It is better to educate kids
at a young age about the differences between right and
wrong because therein lies
the future decisions that could
mean the difference between
committing an illegal act and
making the right choice.
States who still have
the death penalty available
should use their money wisely, as opposed to playing God
with the inmates seated, waiting to live or waiting to die.

Have an Opinion? Three Ways to Get Your Letters Published..................
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Letters to the Editor
13 Stewart Hall
St. Cloud State University
St. Cloud, MN 56301
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opinions@universitychronicle.net
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http://www.universitychronicle.net

We welcome your responses to topics of current debate or interest.
Submissions must include the writer’s full name, telephone number
and signature, along with either the home address or major and
year.
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libelous statements or submissions containing factual errors.
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Follow through on New Years resolutions
Kyra Loch
columnist
Now that we are a good
few weeks into the New
Year, it is about that time
when people will start to give
up on their new year’s resolutions.
Once we near the end
of another year, people will
take a few minutes to evaluate their lives and think about
what they want to improve
on throughout the next year.
A new year can be seen as
a fresh slate, a chance to start
over, or provide an opportunity to learn something new.
Unfortunately,
resolutions typically end at the
very thought or verbalization

of them.
They are often talked
about, but many are never
followed through on.
The most common resolutions have to do with improving one’s health.
bad and destructive habits,
such as smoking, eating unhealthy food, or not exercising enough.
This month especially,
there has been much talk
amongst students hoping to
adopt better and healthier
habits.
Groups of friends will
help to motivate each other
as they plan to exercise more,
eat healthier, and make better choices during this New

Year.
These kinds of resolutions are even capitalized on
by local businesses.
Fitness centers and gyms
will offer special deals to attract new members to sign
up, and restaurants will adapt
their menu to advertise their
healthy and low calorie options.
However, bringing up
resolutions in conversation is
about as far as most students
will get.
Most of these resolutions
and goals will be forgotten
by the end of the month.
It can be frustrating to
hear people can talk about
what they want to accomplish and how they plan to do

it, and then make up excuses
on why it fails to happen.
The excuses can be endless and easy to come up
with; the stress of school or
work, the convenience of
ing zero time to make it to
the gym are still accepted
by most people as believable
obstacles of not being able to
reach their goal.
If no action or attempt
goes into these goals, there is
no way anyone could reach
them.
A plan is a good thing to
start off with, but it will not
completely solve the problem.
It may be what is intended, but what gets one to the

end is action.
Goal setting and accomplishing goals has to be a
conscious and honest effort
with oneself, and no one else
can complete that accomplishment for another.
We can help and motivate
friends along the way, but we
cannot complete goals for
them.
Resolutions should be
thought about and made all
year long.
We should constantly be
striving to meet our goals
and make new ones to improve various aspects of our
lives.
People should not have to
wait until the beginning of a
new year to brainstorm reso-

lutions.
We should be keeping
track of progress and coming
up with new ways to tackle
and accomplish these goals
year-round.
Nobody is perfect, and
there are always areas in our
lives we can improve on.
By making a conscious
effort to take resolutions
seriously and not just as a
conversation topic, we can
stop making and accepting
excuses to actually complete
our goals.
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‘Boys Next Door’is touching, revealing
Megan Junkermeier
opinions editor
The dark comedy “The
Boys Next Door” portrays
people with developmental
delays in daily life – offering
a silly but heartbreaking insight to unchanging, cyclical
lifestyles.
This 80s play is set in an
apartment home occupied
by one man dealing with a
rough past, Barry, played
by Dave Gangler, and three
other men with developmental delays (varying in degrees
of severity), Lucien, Norman
and Arnold, played by Warren Bowles, Zach Curtis and
Craig Johnson, respectively.
Each character’s heartwarming presence, varying
from silly to irritating during any given scene, brought
the audience to an uproar
of laughter throughout the
whole evening.
Warren Bowles pulled at
the heart, with his innocent
misunderstanding and confusion, as his condition left him
year-old. Bowles’ convincing
behavior allowed the audience members to see a more
intimate connection between

a person with developmental
delays and his roommates,
but also Jack (Jason Rojas),
the caretaker of the men.
Barry’s father, played by
Jim Pounds, jolted the play
from a softer, silly atmosphere
to an overbearing, frightening
storm, overpowering Barry
into a trance. Gangler’s portrayal of Barry’s routine behavior was as methodical as
Christian Bale’s character in
“American Psycho”, though
not as intense.
Arnold’s repetition, innocence and hilarious statements created the most humorous sections of the entire
play. His run-ins with bully
coworkers, followed by his
repetition of fear and discomfort, or his threats to run off to
Russia at a moment’s notice,
left Jack, his roommates and
the audience laughing.
Norman had a comforting
presence to all his suitemates,
and Curtis’ representation of
the doughnut shop employee
was superb. His portrayal of
Norman showed this alternate lifestyle better than any
character, because of the simplicity of his routine. Curtis’
stature, movements and dialogue wooed Sheila (Kather-

ine Tieben) as well as the
audience, especially when he
was talking about his love for
doughnuts.
Rojas’ responses, through
his character Jack, showed the
importance of understanding
and patience, and though his
character was less convincing
than the men in need, his portrayal of an average person
interacting with the mentally
in function, and the disappointment that comes from
that. Rojas’ acting in anger
and frustration was brilliant
and perfectly placed.
Bowles’ monologue, during the court hearing for his
character, Lucien, was striking, awe-inspiring, though
it took only one minute.
Bowles’ descriptive tale was
key to the success of this play,
as it described the impression
that people like his character,
or Norman and Arnold, have
on society – what they offer,
and what their lives will never become.
Bowles’ monologue carried a thematic weight and a
sweet plea of the realization
that these people’s mental
ability will never change,
unlike the growth of an aver-
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‘The Boys Next Door’ is an insightful comedy about men with developmental
delays.
age human being that has the their value and their hearts lie
ability to morph and change right next to anyone else’s.
through phases of life.
“Boys Next Door” will
Though these men portray continue at Pioneer Place Jan.
boys next door, their person- 20 to 23, 27 to 30, beginning
alities and abilities are a uni- at 7:30 p.m. or 2 p.m. on Sunverse apart from others – but days.

CAAM to celebrate Chinese
NewYear through dance
Chen Chen
staff writer

Based on the Lunar Calendar, in 2011, Chinese New
Year starts on Feb. 3.
The Chinese American Association of Minnesota’s Chinese Dance Theater (CAAM/
CDT) is going to present the
annual production “China:
The Beautiful” on Jan. 22 and
23 at The O’Shaughnessy at
St. Catherine University to
celebrate the Chinese New
Year, the Year of the Rabbit.
As a community-based organization, dancers at CAAM/
CDT get many chances to participate in the performance.
non-partisan community organization which was founded in
1951 to carry on and promote
the Chinese cultural heritage.
In 1992, CDT was founded as
a division of the CAAM. Currently, more than 160 youth
and adults participate in the
CAAM/CDT program.
Especially after the 2008
Beijing Olympic Games,
more and more people are interested in China. During the
year, CAAM/CDT enriches
each show with a main theme
from a unique angle to present
China.
Many American-born Chinese and the immigrants who
came to the States at a young
age don’t have much opportunity to explore the Chinese
culture in their daily lives.
Since they became dancers at
the CAAM/CDT, they are able
to comprehend the spirit, the
diversity, and historical heritage of Chinese culture gradually.
Although not all the danccient in Chinese, the dancers
progress as a group to help
each other understand the instructions. Since dance is a
universal language, dancers
put their mind to observing
and feeling the spirit of each
posture.
Betty Rasmussen, secretary of the CAAM/CDT Management Committee, is the
mother of 13-year-old dancer,
Clair. Clair is from Fujian,
China.
“She came home when she
was one year old,” Mrs. Rasmussen said. “We heard about
Chinese dance classes through
our adoptive families group.
Claire really liked the classes.
My husband and I really didn’t
have much experience to Chinese culture. We wanted our
daughter to know about her
heritage.”
Clair is in one of the advanced classes at CAAM/
CDT. She is performing in
“Colors of Spring”, and four
more numbers this year.
“We have learned much
about Chinese culture and
have made many friends
through CAAM/CDT which is
very important to our family,”
Rasmussen said. “We have
had the opportunity to be involved in many ways through
performing outreaches, to
making costumes and props, to
supplying food for the dancers

backstage. We are passionate
about CAAM/CDT and feel
lucky to be part of this amazing organization.”
14-year-old
Hanwen
Huang became a CAAM/CDT
dancer at age two.
Hanwen said, “The most
enjoyable part about being
involved with CAAM is learning about my Chinese culture
and having fun at the same
time. For 12 years I have been
dancing with CAAM, and
have performed dances from
all parts of China, each dance
tells its own story.
“I have made so many new
friends; that makes me look
forward to coming to dance
classes,” Hanwen said. “These
are friends that spend hours together as we prepare for a big
show and make every moment
memorable for me.”
Hanwen had a lead dance
role in CAAM’s “Sound of
Drums from the Land of
China” in 2010 in addition to
dancing in 5 different dances.
This year she will perform a
duet in the dance “Fern-leaf
Bamboo in the Moonlight”
and will also appear in four
more numbers.
Kathleen Jiang, 17, started
dancing at age 7. Kathleen
lived in China until she was
four years old.
“I enjoy Chinese dance
because it allows me to learn
more about my own culture
through rhythm and movement,” Kathleen said. “Even
though I am in America, I feel
closer than ever to my homeland China when I am performing on stage.”
“Because the goal is to
educate our community about
Chinese culture, CAAM/
CDT’s production this year
focuses only on showing the

audience dances from 4 geographic regions of China,”
Kathleen said. “We hope that
breaking down the broad scope
of Chinese culture and dance
will help the community have
a more in depth understanding
of the Chinese people.”
Lili Teng, Artistic Director of the CAAM/CDT, has
been a dancer since she was
10 years old. She has been in
and choreographer for around
50 years. She says she is very
proud of her students’ hard
work and their continuous enthusiasm for dance.
Some of the dancers came
to the CAAM/CDT around age
four, contributing and experiencing dance with the guidance of Teng until high school.
Teng’s husband, AiQun is
a professional composer and
conductor. He is the Music Director of “China: The Beautiful”. Along with him, Shuling
Lai, CAAM/CDT Stage Manager and parent volunteers
design the stage effects and
all other aspects of the performance.
“China: The Beautiful” includes 12 Chinese folk dances
representing Yunnan and Guizhou (Southwestern China),
Fujian and Taiwan (Southeast
China), the Delta of Yangtze, and Northeastern China,
which will give the audiences
a virtual tour to a nation of diverse landscapes and various
ethnic cultures.
For more information
please visit: www.caamcdt.
org.
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‘China the Beautiful’ will be this year’s celebration
of Chinese New Year.
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Portman is convincing and eerie as the lead in Darren Aronofsky’s ‘Black Swan.’

‘Black Swan’is chilling, brilliant
Samantha South
asst. a & e editor
Director Darren Aronofsky’s newest movie, “Black
Swan,” soars with reviewers.
Aronofsky has been known
for “The Wrestler,’”since it
came out in 2008; until now.
His new creation “Black
Swan” hit a target of popular
genres to make for a successful creation.
“Black Swan” shows the
intensity of what life is like
in a professional ballerina’s
shoes. Nina Sayers, played
by Natalie Portman, is a perfectionist who starts to lose
her mind from the obsession
she takes in a new role. A new
modern performance of “Swan
Lake” has been chosen to help
the ballet company she works
for from falling under. Sayers
is chosen as the lead role, the
white swan, which also has
to dance the role of the black
swan. The white swan is very
innocent, sweet, and fragile,
while the black swan is dark,
evil, and seductive. Being
able to play the white swan is
a piece of cake for Sayers, as
she shares the same personality, but struggles with playing
the black swan start to eat at
her.
The head of the ballet
company, Thomas Leroy,
played by Vincent Cassel, has
an infatuation with his dancers. He retires the previous
“Swan Lake” queen, played
by Winona Ryder, because he
feels that at the age of 28, she
is too old. He takes a liking to
Sayers, but is worried she can-

role perfectly though. Sayers
is worried that the new dancer,
Lily, played by Mila Kunis,
will take her position and steal
her dream.
Sayers also lives with her
emotionally unstable mother,
played by Barbara Hershey,
and is crazed by her mother’s
tight hold on her life. Erica
Sayers, Nina’s mother, was a
ballerina who had to give up
her dream after getting pregnant.
All of the aspects of Sayers’ life end in her going completely crazed, seeing things
that don’t actually happen
and hearing voices that aren’t
there. She starts as the innocent girl and is taken over by
the black swan, creating an
extreme change in her personality towards the end.
Aronofsky’s take on the
different genres put into this
movie are very well shown.
The thriller scenes really display the dementia Sayers is
going through in the struggle
with herself. The camera
angles and the intense music
at times make for a perfect
“jump out your chair” horror
site. The added voices and
extra scenes adding to her
creepy fantasy world make for
an excellent thriller.
dead-on. Everything from
anorexia and working long
hours, to the physical abuse
ballerinas go through are
shown within this movie. The
gore is a little much in some
scenes, to the point that look-

ing away may be needed.
The acting in this movie
was to its extreme. Seeing
how dedicated they were to
their roles made the movie
feel more realistic, as if something in your own head. Costume designs helped with the
all around touch on what this
movie is trying to say to the
audiences.
An interesting allegory

how Sayers’ life was just like
the role she was playing in
“Swan Lake”. She starts off
as the light and sweet white
swan in her life, loving ballet and craving to be perfect,
until perfection has taken her
over. Perfection, like the black
swan, starts to make her crazy
and demented. Finally she
can’t take it anymore and loses self control, becoming the
black swan.
This movie is likely to
win multiple awards this sea-

made. I wouldn’t recommend
it to the people that are prone

of things under their bed, but
if standing both of those is a
possibility, I greatly recommend it.
View our separate video
review by Kai Teoh and Michael Runyon with the QR
code below.
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‘Hornet’is fun, unremarkable
Jason Tham
movie review
“The Green Hornet,” starring Seth Rogen, Jay Chou,
Christoph Waltz and Cameron
Diaz, hit screens worldwide
last Friday.
The movie follows Britt
Reid, also known as the Green
Hornet, and his human weapon, Kato. Reid is driven by the
murder of a close friend and
realization that his father’s
media kingdom in L.A. is being infested by a bunch of heroin smugglers. Their mission
is to get rid of the mob from
their city, once and for all.
ing with Britt shaken out of his
drunken stupor upon receiving
word that his father has died.
Though Britt was sloppy,
irresponsible and frequently
inebriated, he soon realized
that he has inherited the media
empire built entirely by his
father.
He forced Kato, one of
his father’s starred employ-

ees, to come up with a plan to
get closer to the high criminal
powers in the city.
Then there you go: some
poorly-spoken English.
The only positive and
breathtaking scene in this
movie was the introduction
to The Black Beauty, Britt’s
prized custom-made car that
is said would “make Batman
blush.” This car is the absolute latest in technology and
high-tech weaponry.
Cameron Diaz played Lenore Case, Britt’s resourceful
secretary. She helped Britt and
Kato to gather intelligence on
notorious underworld criminal
Benjamin Chudnofsky, played
by Christoph Waltz.
“The Green Hornet” is
a twist on the traditional superhero genre. Traditional
superheroes like Spiderman,
Superman, and Batman are a
whole lot more humble and
approachable compared to the
masked Hornet.
A big problem with this

movie was that the villains
turned out more charismatic
than the heroes themselves.
Hence, the audience may begin to hope that these heroes
get taken down by the bad
guys instead because the heroes have gotten so annoying
towards the end.
Depending on your tolerenjoyable to watch.
On top of that, when
things get technical, the 3-D
effect may be exciting yet inappropriate, unless you enjoy
eyes for two hours.
At the very least, this
movie heightens Jay Chou
(Kato)’s reputation on an international stage.
In the end, the movie is
worth the ticket price.
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‘The King is Dead’ is at turns good, but drifts into the cookie-cutter of indierock.

‘Decemberists’latest is just so-so
Chris Bremseth
album review

“The King is Dead”, the
album that is the result of The
Decemberists sixth journey
into the recording studio is
slated for Jan. 18 release. The
group stayed off tour for most
of 2010, with their only set being an opening act for a Bob
Dylan concert, where they ofwere wrapping up the album. A
majority of the recording was
8-acre plot of land outside Portland, Oregon, where the group
began.
The lead track, “Don’t Car-

PHOTO COURTESY OF MOVIES.ABOUT.COM

The goofball superhero comedy ‘The Green Hornet’ is fun and worth a watch.

artists such as Bruce Springsteen while incorporating a
modern country style sound.
The harmonica is beautifully
blended with the end of verses
to complete the folk sound that
Decemberist fans have come to
know and love. “Don’t Carry It
All” is an anthem to society to
begin helping others with their
problems, veiled in a story of
the death of a boy. The dark
imagery is in place, a wreath
placed on the body of a boy
and placing him in the quiet

of the soil, so that we can feel
the same mourning feeling as
those in attendance. This song
is a somber reminder that we
are all, in fact, in this together.
If a casual listener heard
the second track, “Calamity Song”, out of context, they
might mistake it for a popular
country song. The upbeat guitar, the chord changes in the
refrains and the vocal styling
are all characteristic of modern country music. The lyrics
cial genre of modern country
music, being about the end of
the world. They tell of a world
ending war, an earthquake that
swallows California and the
subsequent repopulation of the
world by various Hispanic racial groups.
“Rise to Me” is a song that
seems to come from the cookie
cutter of the indie-folk genre.
It comes complete with lyrics
about big mountains, running
rivers, the singer’s love for the
nature around him and an over
arching theme of being a love
song for trees. The tempo and
lyrical structure reinforce this
being just another run of the
mill indie-folk song.
The Decemberists seem to

be making a point of the frailness of life in the context of
quarry mining with the fourth
track, “Rox in the Box”. It
tells of the monotony of mining, men singing songs to the
creaking of the winch and
working with water in their
socks. The lyrics “And you
won’t make a dime, on this
gray granite mountain mine,
of dirt you’re made and of dirt
you will return” make it dreadfully clear that the monotony

all for naught. These lyrics are
backed by a mid tempo guitar
and coarse vocals, perfect for
the mood.
In all, this album is just another installment in the Decemberists repertoire of indie-folk/
rock, not to say that it is bad.
They attempted to venture into
a more country-inspired sound,
which didn’t quite work, but
their inventive lyrics saved
them from falling into the pit of
staleness.

Classic movie series to present‘Some Like it Hot’
Michael Runyon
new media editor
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This ‘Family’ has potential, but no originality.

‘Family’ is less than
ordinary, it’s downright dull
Jun-Kai Teoh
tv review
“No Ordinary Family”,
now airing on ABC, feels like
a rip-off of “The Incredibles”
Perhaps that’s a tad harsh,
because “The Incredibles” was
was witty and action packed,
whereas “No Ordinary Family”
struggles on all fronts.
Pitched as a family-oriented comedy drama, the premise
of the television show is a simple one: the Powell family of
four was traveling during a vacation when their plane crashed
into a lake and they – all safe
– realize that they’ve gained
superpowers.
The family members gain
the typical array of superpowers: daddy Jim Powell gains
super strength, mommy Stephanie gains super speed, daughter Daphne can read minds and
son JJ becomes an overnight
genius.
The idea behind the show
is one that’s full of promise
even though the premise isn’t
that original. Sadly, the series
lacks a compelling story, even
though it’s already more than
son.
There’s little real “drama”
besides the typical superpower
drama of keeping their secrets
hidden and learning to use (or
abuse) their powers, and it really makes the audience wonder
after a short while: why should
they bother coming back next
week?
comic-y the premise may be,
the show doesn’t truly embrace that aspect of its premise. Besides the token “geeky
nerd” girl (Autumn Reeser)
that throws out the occasional
X-Men reference, there’s really
little that’s “geeky” about the
show.
“Heroes” took superpowers

seriously, “The Middleman”
poked fun at pop culture and
geek culture in a cheeky humorous way, even “Smallville”
knew how to toe the lines.
The fact that it’s a family
show shouldn’t be an excuse
for it to be so dreadfully boring.
Michael Chiklis does a
of the show, Romany Malco’s
a downright charming “sidekick” and Autumn Reeser reher character.
And it’s sad how good the
actors are, and how convincing they can be, but the show’s
plot is just downright dull and
dry to the point where it really
doesn’t matter much at all.
It feels like the writers
made a checklist and are simply going down the list slowly.
Learn how to use powers?
Check. Learn how to abuse
powers? Check. Hide powers
from annoying family members? Check. Annoying family members abusing their
powers? Check. Work and secret identity clashes? Check.
Benevolent yet possibly evil
benefactor? Check.
Superpowers just feel like
an unwilling passenger to the
show when it should be driving
the show forward – or at least
riding shotgun giving directions.
It’s funny how the show
seems to be going through its
own “superpower development
phase”. It’s got potential but
just doesn’t seem to know what
it is, or what to do with it.
People are better off just ignoring this lackluster and barely entertaining abysmal excuse
for a comedy drama.

The Paramount Art Center will be rekindling old
memories with their series
entitled “Laraway Classic
Movies”. The Paramount
is to host classic movies
in their entirety on the big
screen.
Steven Laraway, who is
sponsoring the series, said,
“I thought, ‘what a great
place and what a great venue to have classic movies,
the movies that the people
in town would have seen
as children or teenagers. It
also gives the opportunity to
young people to see movies
as they were years ago.”
The Paramount was originally designed as a theater.
A screen was later installed
cently renovated in order to
serve as a stage for rent by
community groups for performances.
Laraway said, “We felt
that it was important to sponsor the movie series. We really wanted to support the
arts and we thought that this
was a really good way to do
it. We underwrite the cost of
bringing in the movie and
they have the opportunity to
make some dollars for the
admission fee. It’s kind of a

dual purpose, where we’re
bringing back movies and the
Paramount has the chance to
make some funds.”
showing of the year will be
“Some Like it Hot” featuring Marilyn Monroe, Tony
Curtis and Jack Lemmon.
The viewing is scheduled for
January 28th at 7:30.
The series has been gosored over 25 movies in that
span.
Laraway said, “I think
we’ll continue to do this as
long as it’s appreciated by
the community and attended.
We tend to work real closely
with the people at the Paramount to make sure that the
theater is available. We tend
to have viewings when the
theater is dark and has open
days. We’ll run anywhere
year.”
Admission price for the
classical movies is $5. The
Hot” will be “The Miracle
Worker”, which will play
April 22nd.
Laraway said, “We tend
to look at classic movies
as 25 years or older. That’s
not to say that we haven’t
brought in more recent movies. We’ve run Casablanca

PHOTO COURTESY OF MOVIEPOSTERSHOP.COM

The Marilyn Monroe classic ‘Some Like it Hot’ will
kick off the Laraway Classic Movie Series for 2011.

and a number of the Alfred
Hitchcock movies. If people want to see how movies
were years ago and see good
movies and attend during the
evening.”

Local artists Atmosphere
will be performing at
SCSU in February. Tune
in next week for more
details on the concert and
the artists.

PHOTO COURTESY OF STCLOUDSTATE.EDU
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ACROSS FROM
HOCKEY CENTER!
10 & 12 month leases!
Prices starting at $240/month!
Dennis Property Management
dennisproperty.net
320-258-2272

UNIVERSITY APTS
Large 2 Bedrooms Close
SCSU, Heat,Studios,Ones
320-251-8284,320250-8666
www.
riversiderealestateprop.com

3 OR 4 BDR 1BLK FROM
Campus 2 Full Baths AC, DW
Heat Paid 10 or 12 Month
Leases Security 493-9549

5 BEDROOM
HOUSES JUNE 1ST
Quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608

2 BDR 1/2 BLK FROM
Library AC/DW Heat Incl 10
or 12 Month 493-9549

4 BDR APT 2 FULL
Baths Heat Incl. DW/AC
Security BLDG 10 or 12
Month Leases 493-9549
2,3+4 BDR APT VARIOUS
Locations Heat Incl. DW/
AC Security 493-9549
NO DORMS NO
Roommates! One
Bedroom Unit To Yourself.
www.northernmgmt.com
Call Missy 320-654-8300
NOW RENTING FOR
SUMMER/Fall 2011. 4BDRM &
6/7BDRM. Call 320-237-7570
UNIVERSITY PLACE APTS.
3 AND 4 BEDROOM APTS.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W, parking.
E.P.M 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com
3 BLOCKS FROM SCSU
m+m Apts. 320-259-9673
3+4 BED APTS, FREE CABLE
Free Heat June+July 50.00/
Mth www.ivyapartments.com
Call Jenny @ 320-259-9673
2BDR 1/2 BLK FROM
CAMPUS DW/AC Heat Incl.
10 or 12 Month. 493-9549
STUDIO APTS. 400+
SQUARE FEET
Heat paid, A/C, micro,
laundry, parking. 2 blocks
to campus. Avail. 6/1/11.
Excel Prop. 251-6005.
excelpropmgmt.com
5 BEDROOM
HOUSES JUNE 1ST
Quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608
3 BLOCKS TO LIBRARY! 2
Bed Apartment! 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com
3 OR 4 BDR APT. IN HOUSE
Heat and Parking Incl 493-9549
ROOMS FOR RENT! SCSU
Area 215/Month! Heat,
Water, Sewer, Garbage,
Cable Incl! 320-229-1919
WWW.SCSU4RENT.COM

2 OR 3 BDR ON CAMPUS
10 or 12 Month Leases
Heat Paid 493-9549

SCSUAPARTMENTS.COM

HOUSES STILL AVAILABLE!
Houses! Houses! Houses!
SCSU Area! 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com

SOUTHVIEW
APTS. SPACIOUS
2 BEDROOM APTS.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
laundry, parking. Close
to SCSU. Avail. 6/1/11.
Excel Prop. 251-6005.
excelpropmgmt.com

STATESIDE APTS.
SPACIOUS 4 BEDROOM APTS.
Heat paid, A/C, D/W,
parking. Close, quiet.
E.P.M 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

ONE TWO AND 3
BEDROOMS Close SCSU,
Also Studios, Houses,
Call 320-251-8284 www.
riversiderealestateprop.com

PRICES STARTING
AT $240/MONTH!
10 & 12 month leases!
5 locations to choose from!
Dennis Property Management
dennisproperty.net
320-258-2272

COLLEGE VIEW
APARTMENTS
Close to Hockey Center Now
Renting For Fall 320-258-4000
www.granitecityproperties.com
NOW RENTING FOR JUNE
2011! Nice 7,8, and 9 Bedroom
Houses Close to SCSU.
Call Ryan at 320-761-0911
www.huskyhouses.com
9 BEDROOM HOUSE,
2 BLOCKS TO
MILLER LIBRARY
Large bedrooms, 3 baths, D/W,
laundry, parking. Nice, clean.
excelpropmgmt.com 251-6005
13TH ST APTS: 1 BLK
North of Hockey Center (5th)
3+4 Bed Starting @ $225
Parking, Garages, Laundry &
Onsite Caretaker Remodeled
Units Avail. Josh: 651-2709316 Dan: 651-361-0803
STCLOUDRENTAL.COM

WWW.IVYAPARTMENTS.COM

3+4 BDR APT IN HOUSE
1 BLK From Library D/W
Heat+Parking Incl 10 or 12
Month Lease 493-9549
2 BEDROOMS UNIVERSITY
DRIVE and Lakeside
Apts Close SCSU
www.riversiderealestateprop.
com Call 320-251-8284
SIGN NOW! BEFORE PRICES
GO Up! $275/Month, Individual
Leases In 4 Bed/2 Bath Unit.
Ten Blocks Away And On
Clipper. Heat Water Trash &
Basic Cable. 320-217-4115 Or
Missyn@northernmgmt.com
WESTVIEW AND
UNIVERSITY WEST APTS.
4 bedroom apts. Heat
paid, A/C, D/W, parking.
2 blocks to Miller Library.
E.P.M 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

CAMPUS APTS. ON 5TH AVE!
4 bedroom apts. Heat
paid, A/C, D/W, parking.
1/2 blocks to Miller Library.
E.P.M 251-6005
excelpropmgmt.com

HARD TO FIND! 3 BED
Apartments. 2 Blocks to SCSU!
Call Today! 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com

ONE,TWO,THREE,
Bedrooms, Decks, Houses,
Large, Close SCSU Call
320-251-8284 www.
riversiderealestateprop.com

5 BEDROOM
HOUSES JUNE 1ST
Quadbproperties.com
320-493-2608

SCSUAPARTMENTS.COM

4 BED APARTMENTS!
Starting at $215/MO. 2 Blocks
From Library! 320-229-1919
www.stcloudrental.com
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Future of the African American athlete
Ahmed Warraich

-

SportS editor

But as much as people ascan American Athletes, very

not changed for the better.
The other major problem that is more so prevlant

about African American Athletes.

teams or are team executives
It is important to point

schemes are in the NFL and
then understand that there
tinction at the their position
in the NFL no educated per-

games that they have played

head coaches present most of
them have been to the play

suggestion.
The situation is even

the perception that a lot of

Among all the teams in
the NFL only a limited num-

them are in big conferences
or even employed by very

sive and defensive coaches
not even from minorities.
The other major contro-

With many observers
saying that a lot of team just
provides lip service.
The other interesting
-

some you have to be there as
soon as you can.
letes become the idols of
younger people that is all that

On the day that Dr Martin
Luther King left this earth it

They are leaders in their
sports, none of them have
been more synonymous then
Who has become the

His popularity has tranball.

People compare the dominance of other people in their

and the perception that still
persists today about them
being not “smart” enough
to run complicated offenses.
With people actually voicing
these days and times doesn’t

posts of executives and team

done rule.
Where many of the colthe pros and soon as they are
eligible. With some players
pushing for it to stay there.

the fact that out all the people
that play for their colleges
not everyone is good enough
to be a pro.

As athletes get younger
and younger there needs to
be added stress on education.
treat them as commodities
After a college athlete is
supposed to be a student athple tend to forget all of that.
A recent survey con-

the experience of being an
African American athlete.
The fact remains that he

things are since there is a lot
of room for improvement.
One should not turn his

this, since admitting to the
correcting it.

the president’s religion after
more negatively in the media
then others.
This to some extent is
true, and the media should
try to change that because it
only reinforces the negative
people.
In the end I have to say

doubts about his real name or

there is a problem.

from a college to safe guard
teams in the Pros actually
and over the years that has

be out of a job for the rest of

come since the time of the
civil rights and to be perfect-

Winter activities improve health, increase happiness
Megan Junkermeier

inexpensive date idea for college students. Day passes are
inexpensive, and sometimes

opinionS editor

and learn together.

Though the many comclosed during the holiday seaactivities can induce enough
feelings of joy to overcome
the unpleasant moments.
Many of these activities
family, but also are great,
inexpensive ideas for dates,
especially for college-aged
students.
less activity available to all
ages, offering both exer-

ages, and since college stu-

you do not have any.

schedule lessons and for
more details.

of motion and repetitive nature, offers a better cardio

sport many can learn to do

to side motions that are not
prevalent in many other activities.

cause both arms and legs are

open year round, and offers
the public.

to your health physically and
mentally. The scenic routes

gliding along the trail.
than Riverside and has inexa year).

prices on Wednesdays and

the shorter, less hilly trails,
and for more advanced cross-

ing.

-

chemicals in the brain and
body.

Or, you could invite a date

hills and trails for cross-

Takeout can eat up your savings.
Pack your own lunch instead
of going out. $6 saved a day
x 5 days a week x 10 years
x 6% interest = $19,592. That
could be money in your pocket.
Small changes today. Big bucks
tomorrow. Go to feedthepig.org
for free savings tips.

Whether you choose a

Ridge has some available to
time to learn, but can create

in Minnesota, does not have
have played on organized
teams for ten years. Grab a
-

just for fun.
No matter the sport or
activity you may choose for

of the Minnesota atmosphere

are multiple trails pre-made

moods and inducing feelings
choose to begin them alone,
-

Especially in neighboring

poles, both physical and mental health can be improved or
maintained by trying one of
these sports or activities this
season.
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SCSU

Sports
Schedule
Swim/Dive 1/21/2011
St. John’s/St. Ben’s
Away
WBB 1/21/2011
Minnesota, Crookston
Away 6:00 PM
Wrest 1/21/2011
Nebraska-Omaha
Omaha, NE 7:00 PM
WHKY 1/21/2011
University of North Dakota
Home 7:07 PM

Women’s
Continued from Page 16
The Huskies played Minnesota Duluth, on Saturday,
losing 47 to 72. The game
began with SCSU scoring
by Anderson. The lead did
not last long, as UMD tied
shot by Katrina Newman.
The score was then 2-2.
UMD pulled ahead, after
forward Kelsey Hewitt and
Shelly Stemper. The lead was
extended even more with a
3-pointer by guard Lindsey
Miller. The score after this
was 9-2.
SCSU got the ball back,
and was able to score a
3-pointer as well, by Wagner.
This did not hinder UMD,
however, as the Bulldogs
scored three more times, with

MHKY 1/21/2011
Bemidji State University
Away 7:37 PM

making the score 15-5.
The game continued, as
UMD made a bigger gap in

MBB 1/21/2011
Minnesota, Crookston
Away 8:00 PM

Men’s

Nordic Ski 1/22/2011
Minneapolis, MN

Continued from Page 16

Swim/Dive 1/22/2011
St. Olaf/St. Thomas
Away 1:00 PM
WBB 1/22/2011
MSU Moorhead
Away 6:00 PM
Wrest 1/22/2011
Southwest Minnesota State
Marshall, MN 7:00 PM
WHKY 1/22/2011
University of North Dakota
Home 7:07 PM
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half and from that point
onwards the game was beyond
their reach. The stats from the
game were quite staggering
and showed a lot of individual
efforts by the players.
With Huskies clearly leading in points off turnovers and
also second chance points, the
Huskies clearly were the better team of two at the end of
regulation.
The Bulldogs now fall to
5-6 in NSIC as they continue
to struggle. The Huskies move
on to play at University of
Minnesota, Crookston for 8
p.m. Friday game. Crookston
is coming off of a win vs Upper Iowa. They are 2-8 in the
NSIC.
With
a
struggling
Crookston team who already

the two scores. SCSU came
back with defense towards
low and Dowd and a 3-pointer by guard Jordi Gerking.
The score was now 22-18.
The game continued as
close. UMD was still leading, with a score of 34-22.
SCSU
guard Anderson
shot for UMD, making the
score 36-24.
The second period was
with UMD staying ahead in
points, and SCSU struggling
to keep up points wise with
UMD.
ed the second period strong,
bulldogs, but as the period
went on, UMD continued to
sweep the court scoring six
times in a row, leading by 31

SENG KIAT KHOR/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

SCSU women’s basketball players Sam Price with the ball and team mates Morgan Lof and Jennifer Dowd following.
points. The score at this time 72-47, with UMD winning Wayne State College.
by 25 points.
was 70-39.
The SCSU women’s basSCSU took the ball after
this, for the last minute and ketball team will play Minnea half, scoring three times, sota Crookston in Crookston,
MN on Friday, Jan. 21, and
a free throw by Booker and MSU Moorhead on Saturday,
a last second 3-pointer by Jan. 22. The Huskies will not
Dowd once again. The score return to Halenbeck hall unat the end of the game was til Jan. 28, to play against

overtime.
So the husky should win
easiy over the struggling
Crookston team.
The next home game is on
the January 28, at home againt
Wayne State College.
looking like the team that was
ranked eighth going into the
regular season.

252080A02

to shine. Let’s hope for a repeat of the last season when
Huskies made it to the Final
Four. Though I am sure the
coach would say it is anybody’s ball
game.

SENG KIAT KHOR/STAFF PHOTOGRAPHER

SCSU mens basketball players Taylor Witt dribbles down the court with team
mate Andrew Berstetter following.

before wining the last game in

The “I’ll Just Have One More” Martini
3 oz. gin or vodka
1/2 oz. dry vermouth
3 olives
1 automobile
1 long day
1 diminishing attention span
1 too many
Combine ingredients. Drink. Repeat.
Mix with sharp turn, telephone pole.

Never underestimate ‘just a few.’
Buzzed driving is drunk driving.
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Climbing wall looks forward to semester
Melanie Ovel

do not have to rely on the
staff” Parkhouse said. If a per-

sports editor
The wall itself has been
maintained since 2005, with
new ropes switched out every
year. Luke Harren, a worker
at the climbing wall said that
the ropes were changed more
often than a typical climbing
rope, “but they take much
shorter falls than a typical
climbing rope.” He also mentioned that cosmetically they
wear out before they take a
damaging fall. “Before they
become weakened or damaged they’re switched out just
for cosmetic reasons,” Herron
said.
The climbing wall itself
is used quite often, having
open climb Monday through
Wednesday, Friday and Sunday 6 to 9 p.m. There is also
open climb on Saturdays from
12 to 3 p.m. Thursdays are
That Rock from 7 to 9 p.m.
Evan Parkhouse, a worker
at the rock wall said that the
average amount of people
that go to climb was around
twenty a night, “sometimes
sometimes there’s thirty or
forty.” At the beginning of
the semester, there is always
a larger amount of people,
namely students that climb,
just because of interest in the
wall.
Every other Thursday,
that anyone can come to be-

or she and another person can
go down to the rock wall and
climb without the staff helping them.
The class is two hours
long. The two that teach the
course start out by going
through basic harness information, such as how to put
a harness on and keep it on.
After this they discuss the
ropes, and show how to tie a
double eight knot, the stopper
man knot.
As the climbers are learning this, they also get tested on
the how to tie the knot, having to get it right before they
can climb. Even when people
in the clinic climb, they were
People learned how to handle
rock climbing language and
climbing while learning to belay all in one clinic.
The rock wall is not only
used in the regular semesters
and the clinic. There is a Family Fun Fest every year, on
New Year’s Eve. The climbing wall is opened up for this,
attracting hundreds of people
to climb. Also birthday parties, with up to seven or eight
kids, are a big attraction for
the rock wall.
Another event that happens at the climbing wall is
a boulder competition, put on
by Outdoor Endeavors at the
climbing wall on March 17.
“We’re going try to make

Group Fitness
Continued from Page 16
kickboxing, dance etc.
The class times for Step are
Mondays in Studio B from 4
to 4:50 p.m. and Wednesdays
at 5 to 5:50 p.m.
The next category is Mind
and Body. This section consists of Yoga, Pilates and Tai
Chi. These kinds of stretching
are said to reduce stress. The
-

ing the body. The class times
are Tuesdays in Studio B at 6
to 6:50 p.m. and Thursdays at
10 to 10:50 a.m. in Studio B.
The next class is Vinyasa
Flow yoga. This is a new class
the movement between poses.
It is a class that will rejuvenate
and cleanse. The class schedule for this class is Mondays
in Studio B at 7 to 7:50 p.m.

NHL sports
scHeduLe
Fri JaN 21, 2011
NY isLaNders
BuFFaLo
7:30 pM et
Fri JaN 21, 2011
MoNtreaL
ottaWa
7:30 pM et
Fri JaN 21, 2011
taMpa BaY
FLorida
7:30 pM et
PHOTO COURTESY OF OUTDOOR ENDEAVORS

The rock wall has been open since 2005 and is open six days a week for open
climbing.
it bigger where we can have
it off hours where we dedicate the time to the boulder
competition,” Parkhouse said.
The competition will be open
to anyone from SCSU or the
community.

“Before they become

eakened or damaged
they’re switched out.”

Luke Harren

Outdoor Endeavors Employee

Yoga I and II are both offered in the studios as well,
giving students the option of
starting out at beginner’s stage
classes are offered at different
times to accommodate different class schedules. Yoga
I class times are Tuesdays in
Studio B at 8 to 8:50 a.m. and
Studio A 5 to 5:50 p.m. Yoga
II is offered Thursdays in Studio B at 10 to 10:50 p.m.
The next class offered in
this category is Group Weight
Loss. This class targets people who want to lose weight
and keep it off, using cardio
exercises that result in large
amounts of calories burned
off. The class times for this

are in Studio A Tuesdays and
Thursdays from 7 to 7:50 a.m.
The next category of
and cardio, which keeps an
upbeat and face pace, helping
ways of working out.
Cardio, taught by some of the
dancers of the SCSU dance
hip hop music that will be
used to create routines and
great work outs. The class
times for this are Wednesdays
at 6 to 6:50 p.m.
The other class is Aqua
Aerobics, an aerobics class
taught in the Halenbeck pool.
This class is good for recov-

ering athletes, or people with
joint problems. The class
times for this are Thursdays
from 6 to 6:50 p.m.
The classes offered are
spring session one classes.
They will change in seven
weeks, once the session is
over. The week of Jan. 17
through 22 is the free week,
for any students who want
classes.

Fri JaN 21, 2011
daLLas
caLGarY
9:00 pM et
sat JaN 22, 2011
NeW JerseY
pHiLadeLpHia
1:00 pM et
sat JaN 22, 2011
cHicaGo
detroit
2:00 pM et
sat JaN 22, 2011
BostoN
coLorado
3:00 pM et
sat JaN 22, 2011
WasHiNGtoN
toroNto
7:00 pM et
sat JaN 22, 2011
aNaHeiM
MoNtreaL
7:00 pM et
sat JaN 22, 2011
caroLiNa
pittsBurGH
7:00 pM et
7:00 pM et
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National Collegiate MACHINE CONTEST 2011

To Register and for more information:
www.rubegoldberg.com
or www.mnceme.org

Sponsored by:
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Huskies overcome opponents BSU, UMD
Ahmed Warraich
SportS Editor

Huskies played two
very interesting basketball
games over the weekend,
one against Bemidji State
University Beavers and
Minnesota Duluth Bulldogs
to go 7-4 in the Northern
Sun Intercollegiate Conference. The Huskies played
against the Beavers on Friday in their second straight
overtime
performance.
However unlike last time
the Huskies over came the
92-88 in overtime.
The Huskies dorm challenge was also going on
people who came to the
women’s basketball game
that preceded before it got
a T-shirt.
It was a thriller as it
came down to the wire, as
Senior guard Taylor Witt
helped lift his team above
the beavers to give them,
the win. The Huskies last
Sunday lost a heart breaker
to the nationally ranked Winona State 93-91. Huskies
however were determined
that the outcome of this
game won’t be the same.
The game close for
the most part with Huskies leading the Beaver by
as much as 9 points at one
point but the Beaver never
went away. Senior Witt
scored a combine total of 31
8 points in overtime coming
from Witt.
half the Huskies still lead
the beavers by 6 going into
the next half the game was
a relatively high scoring affair with Huskies raking up
44-35 points by the end of
However the second half
started off slow with both
teams neck and neck it was
not until 4:25 in the second half that on Jumper by
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SCSU men’s basketball player Nate Phillips dribbles ball while BSU player Jake Lindstrom tries to steal the ball.

Andrew Bernstetter that the
Huskies took a 9 point lead
but the determined Beavers
came back and came to tie
it. From then onwards no
one had the clear lead.
Though Josh Ortmann
had an opportunity at the
end to take the lead but
there was very little separating the two. The score
was tied 74-74 at the end of
regulation.
The Huskies got off to
an early lead and always
kept it at one point it came
down to a 1 point but the

Huskies pulled ahead and
never looked back.
The Huskies lead in second chance points but the
bench was what the Beaver’s strength was raking
up 38 points to the Huskies
14 points. Huskies also lead
the points off of turnovers.
Huskies move 1-2 this seaon in overtime games.
The game played on Saturday was more of a straight
forward affair where Huskies routed Bulldogs 97-74
to move to 7-4 in NSIC. The
Huskies were by and large

had the game under their
control for the entire game
and the Bulldogs never
looked threatening at any
point.
The Huskies poured in
thanks in part to 70 percent
made 11 of 14 from the
three point arc. At one point
the Huskies led by as many
as 32 points and looked
completely in control.
The Bulldogs didn’t
have a bad day from the

up with the Huskies. Bulldogs shot 49 percent from
Huskies shot 65 percent
from beyond the arc and 58
The key to the Huskies
offense was 6 of 8 shootished with 4 of 5 beyond the
16 points.
Senior Andrew Berstethalf. He made three baskets
from beyond the arc and he

Senior Taylor Witt
scored a game high 21
points, but the biggest stat
has to be the eight assists
and career high seven steals.
This moves Witt in some serious talk as he moves into

time assists chart.
The game was never in
question as the Bulldogs
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Women’s basketball splits weekend again
Melanie Ovel
SportS Editor

SCSU women’s basketball played against Bemidji
State University and Minnesota Duluth this weekend,
winning against BSU Friday
night 70 to 51 and losing to
Minnesota Duluth.
The game against Bemidji started out with SCSU
point guard Aryn Booker
making a jump shot, with
an assist by guard Amanda
Wagner. The score was 2-0.
The lead for SCSU did
not last long, as BSU took
the ball and center; Jessie
Althoff made a jump shot as
well. The score was 2-2 the
half of the game.
Immediately after the
jump shot, SCSU took the
ball. Freshman guard Sam
Price shot a 3-pointer with
an assist from guard Talisha
Barlow, ending the tie and
putting SCSU in the lead
once again.
Bemidji had a turnover
after this, but the ball was
stolen by Wagner. The Huskies played good offence
with two steals and two
missed jump shots. The ball
trading ended with a jump

shot by Wagner, putting the
score at 7-2. A jump shot
was made shortly after this
by BSU player Coleen McKay, a senior center on the
team. The score was 7-4.
A foul on Sam Price gave
Bemidji two free throws,
taken by junior guard Samantha Baldwin. Making
both, however the score was
only 7-5 due to a dead ball
before the second shot.
SCSU scored once more
with a jump shot by Price,
and Bemidji twice more with
two jump shots by forward
Ellie Wessling and Morgan
Lee, effectively tying the
score 9-9. The tie was broken when BSU guard Sydney Epima scored a jump
shot. The score now became
11-9, but it did not stay that
way for long.
Right after a foul on
McKay, Barlow sunk a jump
shot, tying the score one
Now the score was 11-11.
SCSU scored three more
times before another tie, with
two jump shots by Price and
guard Nicole Anderson and
one 3-pointer by Price. Before the next tie, with three
free throw shots by McKay
and Wessling, and two jump

BSU took control of the ball
and Epema scored a 3-pointer, putting the score at 21-21.
SCSU did not let BSU
get ahead of them, how-

the fourth minute. Anderson
made two free throws and a
jump shot, the other points
came from a jump shot and
a free throw bade by Barlow.
The score after this was 3121.
BSU stayed behind
SCSU through the rest of the
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SCSU players Katie Allen and Amanda Monkman fight UMD for the puck.

shots made by guard Anna
Hebrink and McKay. The
score after Bemidji scored
their second jump shot was
18-18.

After the tie, SCSU
pulled ahead, scoring four
times in a row, two being
free throws, shot by Guard
Jennifer Dowd. The other

shots were two jump shots,
made by Anderson and forward Morgan Lof. The score
after this was 24-18.
This did not last long, as

of 40-24 at the buzzer.
The second period was
pect that SCSU stayed ahead
in points. Barlow and Price
scored two jump shots right
away in the second period.
After that, a foul was called
on BSU player Hebrink, and
Price took two free throws.
The score after this was 4624.
The Huskies continued
to gain the lead more and
more in the second period,
at times being more than 25
points ahead of Bemidji. The
game ended with Bemidji 19
points behind SCSU, with an
ending score of 70-51.
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Group Fitness kicks off another semester with free
Melanie Ovel
SportS Editor

having a free week, this week. Any student
ness class for free.
classes, all broken up into categories. These
categories focus on different forms of exercise, from cycling to dancing in the water.
two classes offered in this section. Cycle,
which focuses on the core leg muscles and
cycle and sculpt, which works out both legs
and arms. These two classes focus on sculpting the legs and arms, while giving the entire
body a work out. The class times are at 4 to

4:50 p.m. Tuesdays and Wednesdays and 5
to 5:50 p.m. Mondays in Studio A for cycle
and sculpt. Cycle times are Thursdays at 4 to
4:50 p.m. in Studio A.
The second category is strength. The
classes in this category involve sculpting
the body and working out target areas, such
bell, which focuses on using a kettlebell to
strengthen the body. The times for this are 10
to 10:50 a.m. on Wednesdays in Studio B and
11 to 11:50 a.m. on Fridays.
Buts n’ Guts is next on the list. As implied in the name, the class targets the gluts
and the abs, toning them and keeping them in
shape. The class times for this are Mondays
10 to 10:50 a.m. and 5 to 5:50 p.m. in Studio
B, Tuesdays at 4 to 4:50 p.m. in Studio B,

Wednesdays at 8 to 8:50 a.m. in Studio B,
Thursdays and Fridays at 5 to 5:50 p.m. and
Saturdays at 11 to 11:50 a.m.
Express abs is a shorter, half hour long
work out focusing on the abdomen muscles,
in a fast paced setting. The class is held in
Studio A and B. The times for this are Mondays 11 to 11:30 a.m. in Studio A. Tuesdays
11 to 11:30 a.m. in Studio A. Wednesdays 12
to 12:30 p.m. in Studio A. Thursdays 11 to
11:30 a.m. in Studio B.
The next class is Boot Camp, which is an
assortment of different workouts, including
strength, cardio and absolute abs. This class
will be in Studio A on Thursdays at 6 to 6:50
p.m. and Studio B on Fridays at 10 to 10:50
a.m.

will consist of using low weights and high
repetition to tone the body, and still give in a
workout. The class times are in Studio B on
Mondays at 1 to 1:50 p.m. and Wednesdays
4 to 4:50 p.m.
The next category is cardio. There are two
classes in this section, both dealing in cardio
volves punching bags, toning and stretching.
The class times are Tuesdays in Studio B at
5 to 5:50 p.m. Wednesdays in Studio A at 9
to 9:50 a.m.
The second class of the section is Step.
The class teaches about the use of step and
how it can be turned into a work out, using
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